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From the #1 NY Times-bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power comes the definitive new book
on decoding the behavior of the people around you which makes a fantastic holiday giftRobert
Greene is a master guide for millions of readers, distilling ancient wisdom and philosophy into
essential texts for seekers of power, understanding and mastery.We are social animals. Now he
turns to the most important subject of all - understanding people's drives and motivations, even
when they are unconscious of these themselves. Our extremely lives depend on our associations
with people. Knowing why people perform what they do is the most important device we can
possess, without which our additional talents can only just take us up to now. Whether at the job,
in relationships, or in shaping the globe around you, The Laws and regulations of Human Nature
presents brilliant tactics for achievement, self-improvement, and self-protection. Drawing from
the suggestions and types of Pericles, Queen Elizabeth I, Martin Luther King Jr, and many more,
Greene teaches us how exactly to detach ourselves from our very own emotions and master self-
control, how exactly to develop the empathy leading to insight, how exactly to appear behind
people's masks, and how to resist conformity to develop your singular feeling of purpose.
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A Robert Greene publication without the charm Reading this book because a Robert Greene fan
and student of human behavior, We kept requesting myself why We didn’t like it. Greene offers a
unique gift to draw from sources throughout background, find the underlying patterns, and
package them together into succinct universal laws. I first read The 48 Laws and regulations of
Power 6 years back and still frequently find myself quoting the laws and regulations as I apply
them to my very own life. Sadly, I won’t become doing the same because of this book. I think his
explanations of the laws and regulations are appropriate and useful. As I read the introduction
and saw the authorities he would cite to make his factors, I was glued and kept turning the web
page to see how he would pull it off. I noticed subtle changes to his style—the chapters are longer,
he’s more often quoting scientific principles rather than historical illustrations, and each laws is
stuffed with definitions of different cognitive biases we all have problems with. But of program,
all this said, Robert Greene is an excellent author. I was disappointed with the results. This book
contains your daily life in a positive way . Greene does an amazing work at engaging our
primitive thoughts by telling tales that are intriguing and gets the idea across succinctly. D
currently) books and read most of them and functioning through the others. I had to review this
to his old books to find out.There's still much to like of training course. the table of contents is
usually minimal, unlike his previous books where each section has a description; and the trunk
cover can make you squint your eye as it uses a second to comprehend.I know this is a little
sample size, but it shows the main variations: Human Nature is longer, trades stories for
technology and lectures, less memorable, and not something you can grab for ten minutes at a
time. It’s 7 pages. This publication Took me a month and a half. If you are looking for an
accounting of the wisdom of the ages in regards to human nature, this isn't it. Instead of leaving
the chapter remembering a compelling narrative about the dangers of throwing a nicer party
than your boss, I’m left with a hazy storage of him listing a few cognitive biases that I generally
currently understood about and agreed with. The graphic design and color makes it simple to
scan. Robert Greene's Magnum Opus 'The Laws of Individual Nature' is probably Robert's
magnum opus.Now look at the first chapter in this book. Its 28 pages. Rather than using
historical illustrations to persuade us, he’s quoting scientific studies and explaining different
cognitive biases. :) MANY THANKS, [Dr] Robert Greene. The first six pages are a story of the law
and the rest of the 22 are about his observations and lessons. “Master Your Emotional Self”. The
complete design is dark and white, and just one single quote by the end of the chapter. On the
sides of the web pages are quotations, poems, and short tales, all related to regulations.The first
rules in The 48 Laws of Power is “By no means Outshine the Expert”.My real speculation is that
shallow cash grubbers at the publishing house, Viking, wished to lube and shoehorn this writer in
to the profitable 'Self-Help' genre, which as everybody knows, is the top selling category among
books, following to the cookbook category. You wont find yourself quoting a laws to someone, or
picking it up off your bookshelf to learn a chapter you found interesting per month from today,
because thats not how it’s organized. It’s longer and covers a multitude of topics. To me, this is a
“Greatest Hits” of Greene’s past work with plenty of new thoughts and ideas included as well.
Neither laws and regulations nor really about human nature I was so looking forward to this
publication as his previous I came across to be very much along a Machiavellian type of
reasoning, baring human being nature in every its uncomfortable glory. This publication neither
delineates human nature since it has been comprehended throughout the age range, nor reveals
any laws and regulations.. Purchase it! He wraps it up with his “keys to power”, which peppers in
more historic examples. Rather than getting historical good examples and interpretation you get
lengthy literal explanations of these various laws of human nature accompanied by a traditional



example. Each time he informed the story of an historical number, I browse with curiosity to find
out how he'd use their encounter to create his point. Finally Finished this 610-page book.This
book doesn’t have the charm which makes Robert Greene’s other books classics. That is his
worst reserve and I am debating returning it. Not the same as Past Greene Books This book is
written in the reverse of his past works. I provide this one star as the name made such grandiose
promises. 2.. It turns into boring at times. The debate on narcissists borders on obsession. This
reserve was therefore interesting that I could not really put it down.You can tell this book looks
slightly different from his previous ones without buying it: it doesn’t pull you in with beautiful
graphical design like his other books carry out;You can tell he put an incredible amount of
research in to the topic of human nature. Just an excessive amount of. The historical examples
are excellent of training course but there are too little of them.In case you are a Greene fan I
think you'll see that one is different and just not up to the excellence of past functions. Still
enjoyable and worth the purchase. Not overwhelmingly great. It’s ok Waited with great
enjoyment for his new book, Very disappointing, just a spin-off from his various other books,
overthinking, no practical advice, the promises he makes upon the trunk cover are divorced from
the content Very engaging and practical! I'd say that in his lifestyle he has worked through the
'symptoms' of Humans Behavior completely to the 'root trigger' of Human Behavior starting
from 48 Laws of Capacity to The Laws and regulations of Human Nature. Maybe it would have
saved me a whole lot of stress. I like how this reserve is structured. It’s clear and concise. The
stories are very interesting and relate well with this issue. This book is closer to Mastery than it is
his other functions. After a few chapters I quickly lost interest and finished up skimming the rest.
I am spending the rest of my life practicing the observation abilities that he's teaching in all his
books. This is actually the 'Root Cause' book that explains all the previous books I highly
recommend this book mainly because the first book you read should you have not currently read
most of Robert's previous books. Machiavellian strategy, seduction, mastery.] Robert Greene's
(from my perspective he must have a Ph.This made me issue why I lost interest in this book after
becoming hooked to his previous ones—was the problem him or me? I wished I could have read
this book when I was 17. I am a hardcore engineer, who is definitely puzzled by the social
behavior of others and the effects of my own sociable behavior and had no real direction other
than 7 Habits and Dale Carnegie's influence books. All other books only addressed a certain
element. After finding [Dr.] Greene's interviews on podcasts and Youtube, I have found a new
way for life and a new way to sort out my career. Best book I have read this year. It's the perfect
genre blend of biography, history and self-improvement. I wish Robert himself was the reader of
the audio-publication.The change in format is not for the better nor may be the execution. I am
your newest fanatic fan. A longer 6 sentence explanation. The cover shades are bad. Absolutely
amazing Absolutely amazing, simply no words to spell it out it.. The real problem is that Greene
continues on too much time in his explanations of every law. The material is filled with amazing
life transforming info and the best part is its extremely well written and easy to digest without
shedding the meat of it, significantly this book had this impact on my life, I under no
circumstances read any publication above 200-300 pages, I am re-reading this once again a 600
page reserve because of how amazing it was Buy the book! Just what exactly gives? It begins with
a 3 sentence “judgement”, accompanied by two memorable tales: one “transgression of the law”
and one “observance of the law”, along with his interpretations after each. I recommend this
book if you want to know why people act just how they are because of human nature also find
out more about yourself aswell. Really tough to place down! Furthermore, it appears that the
word 'law' doesn't mean what the author thinks it means. It’s smart, easy to read, and easy to



remember. There's so many components from his additional books here yet that one seems
different & reaches beyond previous works. I very own most of [Dr. 'Reconnect to the Masculine
or Feminine Within You' is among the many examples right out of postmodernist modern
therapeutic psychobabble.. all there, but I feeling a lot of personal development led to this
publication (it nearly killed him, after all). This one feels like a blueprint forever (without the
lobster metaphors of Jordan B. Peterson). A must read Essential read. It came across to me as
Greene offering encyclopedic knowledge of the subjects instead of presenting insightful
takeaways. Must Read! At nearly 600 pages, it feels like he sacrificed readability to squeeze in
some more topics he desires you to know about. 2 things: 1. Throughout my background of
interacting with people, I must say this publication is Accurate.
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